Meet the few who didn’t like ‘Hamilton’

It’s not that these people will never be satisfied — some attendees found the rap gimmicky and the characters unmoving.

BY ZACHARY POSTER-BOTH

A
fter the final performance of ‘Hamilton’ at the Kennedy Center last Sunday, Jim Barnett and Faye Elkins stood on the terrace overlooking the Potomac River. The couple, from Bethesda, had bought the tickets three days earlier, when they realized the show was about to end, spending $1,200 for the pair on StubHub.

It’s not that these people will never be satisfied — some attendees found the rap gimmicky and the characters unmoving.

Barnett, who points out how everything is tematic obstacles.

He thought the show was a “celebratory American narrative — I am moved by the show, even if for the wrong reasons,” Barnett says.

“Every time I see it, it's changed,” Barnett says. “I thought it was a lark, and then when they announced the movie version, I was like, ‘Wow, how could this be?’”

Barnett says he and Elkins have been to the show three times and that would probably have been even more expensive. “I just love being there,” Barnett says.

Elkins, a writing teacher from college, Jay Street, she turned to him and bowed her head. “I don’t know how much money I spent,” Barnett said.

“Every time I see it, it's changed,” Barnett says. “I thought it was a lark, and then when they announced the movie version, I was like, ‘Wow, how could this be?’”
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